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I know that there are those of you out
there who have long memories and
sharp teeth will remember my editorial
of a year ago in issue 23, in which I
substituted a picture of T. Rex for my
usual physiognomy. On top of publicly
announcing that I was a certified
dinosaur, compounded that gaffe with
another: I as much as said I would
never, repeat NEVER EVER, take The
Wall Journal for a walk on the Internet.
I should have learned from my first
divorce that it is disasterville to say that
“I will never, NEVER EVER, do that
again.”

A few weeks ago, Tim, the guy who
owns the service bureau where I take
my Mac removable drive to download
his imagesetter with the latest issue
data, which is then printed on film,
which goes to the commercial printing
house, from where The Wall Journal
comes spewing off the presses, pulled
me into his office and said he wanted to
talk website to me. (If any of you are
taking journalism courses, don’t show
this paragraph to your prof. He might
gag).

Well, Tim pulls his chair up close to
me and then looks around the room
(where only us chickens are), lowers
his voice to the conspiratorial level
(there’s still nobody else there), and
says (without moving his lips) “I’m sell-
ing web pages.”

You could have blown me over with
a feather (me being one of the chick-
ens). I thought that he was about to tell
me where Carmen Santiago was, or
that the Mother Ship was landing
tomorrow and he was going home
(after changing back into his real form,
of course), or that he was selling XXXX-
rated pornography on the Internet.

I figured it was the latter, since he
seemed so secretive. So, I asked him if
I could see one of these pages. He said,
“Sure. I’ll show you one I made of
myself.” I was startled. I said, “Tim, I
don’t want to see anything that is pri-
vate to you.”

“Oh, hell,” he said. “There’s noth~
ing private about it — it’s at! over the
Internet, right now.” And he pro-
ceeded to his computer and dialed up

the modem to his
web site, and in
just a minute or
two, we were
looking at Tim’s
face on his very
own web page. I
couldn’t see any
other skin on the
page, only buttons, icons, tool bars,
menu pull-downs and the like.

As Tim pushed buttons and scrolled
menus, I discovered that this was not
XXXX-rated, but was $$$$-rated. Tim
had descriptions of all the services his
bureau offered, with revolving signs,
photos and movies. Loggers-on in
Hong Kong, Paris and London could
“walk through” his establishment and
“talk” with the owner.

Tim reminded me that already
have some readers in those cities and
others around the world, and the list
is growing, but slowly. Word-of-
mouth is a slow-moving train; Tim
said to get on the Internet and fly!

One of Tim’s services to his clients
is the composition of web pages. He
is in the process of drafting a Wall
Journal home page. Together, we are
going to explore the viability of
installing The Wall Journal on the
world-wide web. There is much to
consider. An operational strategy
must be developed which takes into
account the hard-copy printed issue
now in existence and the issue struc-
tured for the Internet.

I am~talking with an ISP (Internet
Service Provider) about their services
(website maintenance, their coverage
of the Internet, e-mail and other ser-
vices) and the costs thereof.

I’m finding out the mechanics of
this, but I need to know the wisdom
and usefulness of going on the Inter-
net. I need to know what you, the
reader, thinks about it. I would much
appreciate any comments, on any
aspect of the subject. Do you all have
modems? I’m sure most of you have
computers, but what is your access to
the Internet? If we were on the web,
would you still want the printed edi-
tion? Is e-mail usurping fax? In short,
is The Wall journal @www.cOm
worth while doing? Let me know. R

Dancing with www.com
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This is a response to your plea for editorial
subject matter (March/April Editorial):

As an project engineer working for a local
agency, I have found your journal to be a
great resource with regard to noise mitiga-
tion issues, regulation updates and new
product information, found Roger
Waysons series, Sound Fundamentals (July
1993 issue), very instructive, and shared
those articles with co-workers and man-
agers who were interested in expanding
their knowledge base in noise issues. The
information was of great help in communi-
cation with noise consultants and other
environmental professionals with technical
backgrounds.

There is one area of education which I have
found lacking in most forums of this nature.
That is, how to present this highly technical
subject matter to a lay audience. The target
audience includes concerned citizens who
are affected by local public works projects,
as well as the policy makers who must act
as Solomon, between constituent frenzy
and budget necessity. If we can’t explain the

actual impacts of our projects in non-tech-
nical terms, the projects may not progress
beyond the “public involvement” phase.

offer up a challenge to your learned col-
leagues, to draft an article or series focused
on educating this lay audience. The desired
result would be a format which could be
handed out to anyone who is interested in a
non-technical introduction to noise issues,
and a discussion which would help them
distinguish the facts from the myths relating
to noise attenuation.

have found that this audience has become
increasingly sophisticated in their under-
standing that under some conditions, noise
mitigation must be provided. The under-
standing usually ebbs with regard to what
those conditions are that require action,
what attenuates noise and why, and what
doesn’t work.

A typical project for our agency would be
one that would involve a local arterial or
intersection. The improvement might
include upgrading a two lane facility to
four, or adding bike or pedestrian features,
or improving intersection capacity. The per-

ception, particularly in residential areas, is
that the road noise is much worse than it
used to be. The emotion says that someone
should pay to provide features which would
“make it quiet like it was before.”

Typical issues requiring response include:

• This project will remove my fence or
hedge which is blocking road noise.

• What is the effect of a visual screen?
What screens are only visual and which
screens provide noise reduction.

• My house was 40 feet from the sidewalk
before, now it will be 20 feet away.

• What does a 3dB (or 7dB) noise reduc-
tion sound like. Will my yard be quiet?

• How does the existing noise sound com-
pared to future noise? What does traffic
noise sound like when it reaches 67 dB?
What is “approaching” the threshold
mean?

• What does “reasonable and feasible”
mean with regard to the federal man-
date? At what value does the cost of mit-
igation outweigh the marginal improve-
ment?

• Why do noise walls cost so much more
than fences?

LARSON.DAVIS ~

A discussion of these and similar issues
would be a significant public service, par-
ticularly if it can be done without reliance
on terms like “logarithmic functions,”
“octave bands,” and “A-weighting.” I know
this is a challenging proposition, but I also
know that the educational opportunity is
great and the dividend earned by keeping
public works projects on track and under
budget would be enormous.

look forward to reading your responses.

Sincerely,

David W. Schnell
Project Engineer
Snohomish County Public Works
2930 Wetmore Ave.
Everett, WA. 98201
Tel. 206 388-3488 Fax 206 388-6494

(Thanks very much for your fine editorial,
David. I know that some of our readers
have fashioned hand-outs along the lines
you describe for their public meetings. I
hope that you get a good response from
this, and perhaps you could spearhead a
program to collect or develop this kind of
material which could be available on a
national basis. Good luck to you. — Ed.).

Dear Mr. Angove:

Community noise measurement,
Leq~L~,Ldn, Lmax, Lmjn, Peak, Statistical Analysis,

Microphones, Precision sound level meters,
Octave-band, 1/3 octave-band, and FFT analyzers,

Portable real-time analyzers,
Vehicle pass-by systems, Order analysis,

Interior noise measurements,
NVH measurements, Human vibration,

NC, RC, loudness, reverberation time measurements,
Remote accessandoperation by cellular phone, modem, RS-232,

Airport noise systems, Aircraft fly-over and FAR 36,
Sound power determination by sound intensity,

meets ANSI, IEC, SAE requirements,
Building acoustics.

1681 West 820 North
Provo, UT 84601

ph. 801-375-0177 • fax 801-375-0182
e-mail mktg@lardav.com. http://ww’ ~v.com/ I
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Per your
request in the
Mar/Apr (#28)
The Wall

Journal’ for
editorials, I
submit the
attached con-
tribution
Hopefully, it is
‘what you

-- want’ for an
impromptu subject. It reflects my overall
experience over the past 25 years as an
acoustical consultant in dealing with com-
munity noise problems, and offering practi-
cal solutions and advice to my varied
clients.

Highway Noise Barriers - then and now.
As you can see, I’ve been at this for a

while. I have some things to say about high-
way noise barriers. First, on margin, I am for
them. They do two basic things: They alter
the aesthetic looks of the immediate envi-
ronment to be something that can be con-
trolled to be a nice thing. Second they
reduce traffic noise emission to the outside
of freeways to an extent. As long as we keep
things in this perspective, we will do good
for our clients and communities.

What can be bad about them? First of at!,
on first blush, roadway noise barriers are
usually over sold’. That is, residents adja-
cent to the freeway are told that these barri-
ers will reduce noise. One has to clearly
understand human hearing perceptions and
the closely associated decibel scale. A
reduction in acoustic energy of 50%
amounts to sound level reduction of 3 deci-
bels, which is — for random noise such as
traffic noise — a barely perceptible change.
A humanly perceived reduction of loudness
by 1/2 requires a sound level reduction of
fully 10 decibels. Reducing something by
1/2 can be construed as a respectable
reduction of same. Affecting a traffic noise
reduction of 10 decibels can be something
just short of an engineering miracle. Gov-
ernmental entities and most engineers are
not known for their ability to create mira-
cles. So we are faced with a professional sit-
uation where residents expect miracles of
us, but we fall short of same more often as
not.

Second, roadway noise barriers can be
expensive. That is mixed blessing; good for
the ‘industry”, but bad for long range busi-
ness if not handled right. Being disap-
pointed early-on by the design process for
determining barrier height to affect certain
decibel reductions, was moved to add

design integrity by predicting the “barrier
attenuation” without, and then with the pro-
posed barrier. Only the decibel difference
was reported to my clients as the “perfor-
mance. That improved my score, since I
predicted less attenuation or demanded
higher barriers than previously.

Subsequent mixed blessings appear as
follows; there is a stretch of 1-270 around
the east side Columbus, Ohio that has been
the subject of numerous residential devel-
opment sites dating from the 70s, and for
most of which we provided the HUD noise
analysis. For many of them, we recom-
mended noise barriers which were as often
as not implemented by the site developers
to the best of each of their economic capa-
bility (read random wood fences). All said
housing became fully occupied. As best as
could tell, there were no overt complaints
about traffic noise. But I often pondered that
not- too-nice appearance while driving past
that menagerie of fences hoping that some-
thing nicer could have been done. Recently,
extensive commercial development brought
with it added lanes, a new intersection and
to and behold, the Ohio DOT made the
wise choice to treat that stretch with newer.
higher, uniform and somewhat attractive
noise barrier walls. So life is not always
unfair.

But back to barrier design. Obviously, the
problem of highway noise control cannot
be solved to a satisfactory aesthetic and
engineering degree by treating only one lot
or even a block of lots. The best solution is
that a noise barrier should be an integral
part of the highway design or renovation
process —just as much as are grading,
drainage, surfacing, landscaping and fenc-
ing. Indeed, community noise control is of
necessity one of the fundamental design
parameters, ranking equal to drainage and
surfacing in my opinion. Accordingly. the
mind set of the country’s highway engineer-
ing disciplines must be to treat the noise
emission vis-a-vis ADT and mix values
alongside the aforementioned classical
parameters. In that way. the bridge into the
21St century will be quiet and successful.

Yours truly,

Angelo Campanella, RE., Ph.D.
Principal, Campanella Associates
3201 Ridgewood Drive

Columbus, OH 43026
Tel. 614 876-5108 Fax 614 771-8740

(Thanks for your virtually instantaneous
response to my editorial, Angelo. I hope we
hear more from you. — Ed.).

Oneinstrument
is all youneed

Now you won’t needmore than
one sound level meter to make
your investigations.The Norsonic
NOR-116hasall the featuresyou
needbuilt-in. And not only that

.youmay start with abasicunit
with lessfeaturesandthenexpand
whenyou needit. All theoptional
featuresmaybe addedasretrofit.

Avoid paying for featuresnever
used—gofor Norsonicinstrumen-
tation!

Call todayfor details!

IWSCANTEK, INC.
916 GistAve., Silver Spring, MD 20910
Phone 301/495-7738, FAX 301/495-7739

Outside U~S.:Norsonic AS, P.O. Box 24,
N-3420 Lierskogen, Norway
Phone +47 3285 8900, FAX +47 3285 2208

Someof thedescilbedfeatures are opt~onaI,

~

I ~ ~T~1 TJI ~ ~

N4Norsonic

‘~1

• Sound level measurements
• Occupational safety &

health
• Environmental noise

monitoring
• Statistics & percentiles
• Time profile measurements
• Sound powercalculations
• Large internal memory
• RS-232
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(Editor’s note — Usually, we try to publish summaries and abstracts of the
professional papers presented at the AJFO4 Committee meetings, when
they are available, because they are important. However, some very impor-
tant things happen in the trenches at the subcommittee meetings. You will
find interesting items in the minutes meticulously written by Committee
Secretary Win Lindeman of Florida DOT).

MINUTES OF TRB COMMITTEE MEETING
Al F04(3) HIGHWAY NOISE SUBCOMMITTEE

January 13,1997 @9:00 am
Conservatory Room, Washington Hilton

CALL TO ORDER

Chairman Ken Polcak from the Maryland State Highway Administration
(MdSHA) called to the subcommittee meeting to order and asked the
attendees to introduce themselves.
Steve Ronning from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) used this

opportunity to announce details of the 1996 awards dinner.
Gary Figallo from the Industrial Acoustics Co. announced that he was
once again sponsoring a hospitality suite.
Mr. Polcak then reviewed the weeks key Al F04 events including Mon-
day’s Aircraft and Rail noise subcommittee meetings, Tuesday’s key events
including the 9:00am full Al F04 committee meeting and the 7:30pm
Annual Awards Dinner at the Orleans House restaurant . He announced
that there would be two Al F04 technical sessions Wednesday at 8:00am
and 2:00pm in the Lincoln room of the Hilton Hotel, and an evening ses-
sion (7:30pm) featuring a demonstration of FHWA’s TNM noise prediction
model in the Jefferson East Room.

Bill Bowiby from Vanderbilt University announced that there was going to
be a presentation of high speed rail noise and vibration at TRB Session
351, Wednesday at 2:30 at the Omni Sheraton.

Al F04(3) REPORTS

Mr. Polcak asked if there was anyone present to report on the Al F04 sum-
mer meeting that was held in Chicago and sponsored by the Illinois
Department of Transportation, the Illinois Toll Facility and H.W. Lochner
& Associates. None being present, Mr. Polcak gave a brief overview of the
proceedings, including multiple technical presentations and technical
tours of the noise monitoring facilities at Chicagos OHare Airport, and
the world-famous Riverbank Acoustical Laboratories. The summer meeting
was well attended and that a good time was had by all. One notable
absence was the new chairman of Al F04, Gregg Fleming from the US
DOT Volpe Center Acoustics Facility who was busy becoming a daddy.
Congratulations to Gregg and his wife on their new born. Our most recent
Chairman Emeritus Domenick Billera from New Jersey DOT graciously
filled in for Gregg.

Mr. Ronning from FHWA announced more particulars on the awards din-
ner including a cash bar beginning at 6:30pm followed by dinner at
7:30pm.

Mr. Polcak announced that this year’s Al F04 Summer Meeting will be
held in Toronto, Canada and will be sponsored by the Ontario Ministry of
Transportation (OMT). He asked Soren Pedersen from the OMT if he had
any details on the meeting. Mr. Pedersen announced that be and his staff
were still planning activities. The meeting is currently scheduled from July
20 through the 23rd.

Gregg Fleming put out a call for volunteers to review a paper titled “Con-
trol of Highway Noise Sources,” submitted by Lloyd Herman from Ohio
University. Mr. Fleming stated that the reviews would have to be com-
pleted by February 1st.

PRESENTATIONS

Ms. Cynthia Lee, from the U.S. DOT Volpe Center Acoustics Facility, pre-
sented the FJ-JWA~snew noise video. The video looks at barrier types,
safety issues and maintenance issues associated with noise barriers. Ms.
Lee thanked Rudy Hendriks (CALTRANS), Harvey Knauer (PennDOT),
Carey Adkins (Virginia DOT) and Ken Polcak (MdSHA) for their help in
developing the video.

The video addressed a wide array of highway acoustic fundamentals
including common noise levels associated with normal speech, ambient
neighborhood noise, automobile noise including, noise metrics focusing
on Leq, frequency, A weighting, decibels, noise barrier insertion losses,
perceived noise reduction of 10 dBA, and noise levels at second and third
row homes.

The video also discussed various noise barrier design issues such as the
effects of noise reflections (identified the maximum 3 dBA increase and
typical 1-2 dBA degradation of barrier insertion loss) from a single noise
barrier and insertion loss degradation associated with parallel noise barrier
reflections (varies between 2-6 dBA). The video also addressed the use of
absorptive noise barriers to minimize parallel barrier reflection, along with
the use oftilted noise barriers.

Also discussed were the use of berms and noise barriers as primary mitiga-
tion to highway noise impacts. Also addressed were barrier/berm aesthet-
ics including both “bold or hidden” techniques such as stepping end pan-
els and/or landscaping. The video also addressed various community
considerations such as planting materials, varying barrier colors, and vari-
ous noise barrier finishes. Examples of block, precast and wood noise bar-
riers were presented.

The video addressed barrier/berm mitigation hiS—lighting that the maxi-
mum insertion loss is generally 10 dBA. The audio portion of the video
then demonstrated what a 10 cIBA insertion loss would sound like.

The video highlighted alternative barrier materials such as metal on bridge
structures, berm/barrier combinations, and innovative techniques to
increase barrier aesthetics and scenic views. The barrier materials
included transparent materials (to help maintain views of commercial
advertisement), green walls and stacked gabions. The video also high-
lighted that vegetation does not have a significant mitigation value, It was
also mentioned that landscape designs should be sensitive to native vege-
tation and be located in areas not effected by road salt or other highway
maintenance activities.

Also addressed were alternative barrier materials such as recycled plastic
and discarded rubber tires.

Safety and environmental issues including graffiti, emergency vehicle
access and fire hydrant access were also presented. It was highlighted that
involvement of the community in the design process helps to identif,y
safety issues and aesthetic concerns related to barrier materials such as
exposed aggregate, gabions and berms landscaping

The video also discussed design considerations such as overlapping bar-
rier (4:1) design ant structural considerations to withstanding impact from
errant vehicles.

Ms. Lee followed the video by opening the floor to questions/comments.

Professor Curt Westergard from 3D Imaging LLC made a presentation on
~VisuaIizingNoise Barriers Over Time.” Dr. Westergard began his presen-
tation by explaining that visualization techniques used in Hollywood film
making has opened the door to visualization techniques that can be
adapted for creating noise barrier visual models.

He then made a Powerpoint presentation of an animated oblique view of
noise barriers.A feature of the animated noise barrier model were particles
that simulated noise emissions from the truck stack moving towards the
noise barrier. Dr. Westergard explained that these particles are termed
~reflectors”and involve the same concept as was used in Steven Spiel-
berg~sJurassic Park. He explained that his application of reflectors in
transportation simulation started with demonstrating noise paths ri traffic
“roundabouts.”

Dr. Bowiby asked if the reflectors followed the laws of gravity. Dr. Wester-
gard stated that they did. Dr. Westergard then showed the reflectors in
another simulation as they emanated from a power transmitter and
bounced off a fanwall surround.

Dr. Westergard followed his presentation by opening the floor to questions.

The final presentation was made by Dr. Seishi Meiarashi of the Public
Works Institute in Japan on the topic of “Improvements in Low Noise

TRB COMMITFEE Al F04 ON TRANSPORTATION RELATED NOISE ANO VIBRATION
Gregg G. Fleming, Chairman
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Pavement” (Dr. Melarashi suggested to the attendees that it would be eas-
ier for them to address him simply as “May”

May began his presentation by passing around samples of “Drainage
Asphalt Pavement” (DAP) and “Porous Elastic Road Surface (PERS). He
then followed with a presentation which described his testing prodedure
for measuring the noise reduction qualities of the DAP and PERS road sur-
faces. He explained that he was able to develop a noise monitoring testing
program that could differentiate between Driving Machine Noise (DMN)
and tire noise. The tire noise was broken down into Tread Pattern Vibra-
tion Noise (TPVN) and Other Tire Noise (OTN).

May stated that a test track was set up with monitoring equipment placed
at several points along the track at a distance of 5.5 meters from the test
vehicles. He explained that various tire types were tested. “Normal” tires
were tested for Tread-Pattern Air-Pumping Noise (IPAN), TPVN, OTN in
addition to Aerodynamic Noise (ADN). “Urethane filled tires” were tested
for TPVN, OTN, and ADN while “slick tires” were tested for OTN and ADN.

Tires were tested on automobiles, light trucks and heavy trucks. It was
identified that the substantial noise factors for vehicles traveling at or
below 80 km/hr were TPAN and TPVN for automobiles, DMN for light
trucks and DMN, OTN and AI)N for heavy trucks. It identified that the
substantial noise factors for vehicles traveling at or greater than 100 km/hr
were OTN and ADN for cars, OTN and ADN for light trucks and DMN,
OTN, ADN and TPAN for heavy trucks.

May identified that the Initial Porosity ratio (IPR) of standard porous TDP
pavement was 20% or over, that pavement thickness was 3-5 cm and the
aggregate size was 10-50mm. May stated that the abatement quality of the
pavement degrades significantly over the first year of installation. He
stated that the “Porous Elastic Road Surface” (PERS) pavement surface
consists of rubber granulate with a urethane binder.

May found that PERS provided a 10dB insertion loss for cars and approxi-
mately 5 dBA for light and heavy trucks over ADP surfaces. He stated that
the abatement quality of the PERS more than tripled ADP during wet con-
ditions.The test results identified a significant noise reduction quality of
PERS over DAP road surface in the 650 Hz to 5 kHz frequency range.

May explained that additional tests were run to determine the durability
and safety of PERS. His tests revealed that the surfaces “dynamic wheel
tracking stability”exceeded 10,000, that the surface had zero “cantabro
loss”and that its “skid resistance” exceeded 8. PERS’s skid resistance was
good but DAP’s was better. He commented that PERS will burn but will
maintain better than DAP surfaces.

May stated that the test results identified that the PERS mix that would
result in the greatest abatementwould have an initial porosity ratio of 35-
4O%, a 3 cm pavement thickness and a 4-5% urethane binder. This would
result in a 10-15 dB reduction for light and heavy trucks.

May cited that future research should include PERSs performance under
real highway conditions and should also consider durability and true field
measurements.

Al F04(3) ANNOUNCEMENTS/DISCUSSIONS

Mr. Polcak asked if Mr. Armstrong would comment on the recent research
needs conference held in Washington D.C. Mr. Armstrong stated that a
meeting held in November was similar to the 1991 Denver conference to
prioritize research needs involving 12 environmental topics. The topics
were discussed with members of TRB, FHWA, FTA and members of pri-
vate industry. Participants from Al F04 included Joe Ossi (Federal Transit
Administration), Domenick Billera (NJDOT), Robert Armstrong (FHWA),
Eric Stusnick (Wyle Laboratories), Dr. Meiarashi (May) and Mike Staiano
(Stalano Engineering). Mr. Armstrong explained that working groups met
for 2 days and developed the top 5 research needs for each of the 3 trans-
portation modes for the next 3-5 years. The recommendations will be pub-
lished by TRB and distributed to funding agencies. He explained that he
has a circular from the meeting for those interested.

Mr. Fleming announced the availability of two documents. The first is a
“Highway Noise Monitoring Manual” that is compatible with the FHWA’s
TNM model. This manual will replace the current “Sound Procedures”
manual. The NTIS publication number for this document is PB 97:120489.
The second publication is the complete noise monitoring database devel-
oped for the TNM noise model.

Mr. Knauer announced that the 1997 ASHE National Convention will be
held in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania this year and will include a demonstra-
tion of the TNM model along with a tour of Pennsylvania noise barriers.

Jim Nelson from Wilson, Ihrig and Associates announced that the Rail sub-
committeewas meeting at 7:30pm this evening and that a presentation
was going to be made on “Swedish Rail Noise Issues.”

Mr. Stusnick announced that he is searching for neighborhoods that have
experienced alO dBA noise level increase resulting from a transportation
improvement project. Anyone who could assist Mr. Stusnick should give
him candidate neighborhoods within the next 6 to 12 months.

Mr. Armstrong announced the availability of copies of the “1995 Noise
Barrier Construction Trends” near the room entrance. He explained that
this listing was also recently published in “The Wall Journal.” He also
mentioned that in August, revisions to the regulations regarding Type II
noise barriers, now require that Federal funding may only be used for resi-
dences that existed prior to the original highway noise source. The Type II
policy manual should be published in March. Mr. Armstrong stated that
the FHWA has approved 28 state DOT Noise Policies. Al! policies were to
be completed by June 12, 1996. At this time, he has 11 state policies still
outstanding including Washington DC and Puerto Rico. Mr. Armstrong
stated that he would make a TRB presentation once all the policies were
completed. Dr. Wayson asked if platted development preceding a highway
would qualify for Type II abatement. Mr. Armstrong stated that it would
most probably qualify.

Domenick Billera announced that the National Technical Institute is work-
ing on a New Jersey research project that is developing a noise barrier
design for the NJDOT. A prototype design will be constructed in the near
future.

Mr. Waldschmidt asked if the FHWA had developed a state DOT training
program for the new TNM prediction model. Mr. Armstrong stated that he
wil! be addressing this issue Wednesday night, but that he anticipates
development of an introductory CD-ROM that would accompany the
model and possibly a long term NHI (National Highway Institute) training
program. He stated that the FHWA would also be looking to the private
sector to provide much of the training.

Michael McNerney of the Center for Transportation Research at the Uni-
versity of Texas is developing a catalog of effective noise barriers for the
Texas DOT. He also stated that they are finishing the third year of their
“How Noise Barriers Work” study. He explained that this study is also
examining the effectiveness of quiet pavement surfaces. They are using a
construction trailer to measure pass-by noise levels and are recording the
levels on digital-audio tape. He stated that he is currently working with a
South African firm that has developed a quiet surface type. Mr. McNerney
also explained that Novachip (Pennsylvania firm) is producing a quiet
pavement type being used in Texas. He explained that the Texas Depart-
ment of Transportation project also includes studying nationwide Type II
programs and that it will bc contacting Al F04 committee members for
input. He mentioned that the Texas DOT liked Mr. Knauer’s publication
on Type II noise barriers in Pennsylvania and wanted to develop some-
thing similar.

Mr. Sandberg stated that he had copies of his latest paper on highway
pavement types for those interested. He mentioned that there is a study
currently being performed in Sweden that is examining 60 mm aggregate
chips. He mentioned that this challenges England’s belief that 20 to 60
mm chips are also best for noise absorption. Mr. Sandberg stated that 8
mm chips are being studied with good results. Mr. Sandberg also
announced that there is now an internationally approved monitoring pro-
cedure for monitoring various pavement types. He also stated that there is
another study that is developing a procedure for classifying road surfaces.
He commented that the Nordic noise model has been revised and is avail-
able through him. He mentioned that tire noise emissions are now being
handled by the United Nations Economic Committee and that the com-
mittee will be meeting in Geneva to discuss this issue.

Mr. jim Byers of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation stated that
there is currently rio funding in Pennsylvania for Type II noise barriers. He
also mentioned that PennState University is working with PennDOT to
develop construction specifications for wooden noise barriers. He also
mentioned that the department is working with West Virginia University
on low-cost noise barrier solutions. He also stated that the department is
assessing incompatible development situations in noise mitigation.

Seeing that there was no further discussion or announcements,
Mr. Polcak thanked the presenters and all attendees for a productive
meeting and followed by adjourning the meeting. U
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Value-engineeredfeaturesandbenefitsof monowa
approvedfor Florida DOT Qualified Products List

The Florida Department of Transportation
in their letter of March 24, 1997 to Pickett
Wall Systems, stated that it has completed
its evaluation of the Monowall Noise Bar-
rier System and based on the information
submitted, will approve it for inclusion on
the Qualified Products List (QPL) and use
on their projects.

This concluded over a year of correspon-
dence and submittals and revisions
between FDOT and Pickett. Pickett said it
was a grueling exercise, but was well worth
the experience, since it forced him to fine-

tune the engineering design and calcula-
tions for monowall to accommodate
FDOT requirements, and in the process he

forged a solid business and technical rela-
tionship with GAl Consultants in Orlando

for engineering counsel and computer-
assisted engineering.

Now that monowall will be on the QPL
for FDOT noise barrier projects, Pickett

Wall Systems will be actively pursuing the
projects, and thus will be focusing on the
contractors and precasters in Florida.
Which brings us to the features and benefits
of value engineering, important factors for
contractors and precasters alike.

Frank Lloyd Wright and George Buck-
minster both followed the principle of ~form
follows function’ in their designs for habita-
tion. Design to the function first.

In the case of the highway traffic noise

barrier, we also have function and form to
consider, as well as the environment, which
in itself has three components: noise pollu-
tion, air pollution and visual pollution. First,

we will discuss the function.
The prime function of the highway traffic

noise barrier is to reduce the impact of the
highway noise on the nearby residents. Its
Q~fQ~rfl~ncein noise reduction is specified
by acoustics engineers in the project plans.
They specify the height, length and align-
ment location of the noise barrier, as well as
anyquantitative sound-absorptive treatment
(if required). For barriers constructed of very
lightweight materials, there may also be a
specification for sound transmission loss
(STL). In the case of precast concrete noise
barriers, the STL factor is insignificant, since
the Mass Law states that a panel which has
a surface through-weight of 2 lbs/sf or more
has sufficient mass to prevent transmission
of noise through the panel which is higher
than that which is diffracted over the top or
around the ends of the wail. Even a thin 4-
inch thick precast concrete panel has a sur-

face through-weight of about 50 pounds (if
you had a one-inch thick concrete panel, it
would weigh. about 12 pounds, which is a
600% overkill of the Mass Law~s2 lbs/sf
minimum).

Therefore, much of the acoustic design
work on the highway traffic noise barrier
has been specified by skilled engineers in
the highway departments or by their con-
sultants. It follows for the providers of the
barriers to comply with the plans and spec-
ifications for the dimension and perfor-

mance criteria, but also to conform to the
soils and meteorology requirements.

Here, the structural design begins. By

now it is well known what the state wants in
a wall — it is so long, so high and it runs
along the side of the highway for two miles.
The State has also advised us the type of
soils arid their bearing capacities where the
wall will be built, and specified what the
design wind load is. It would seem that the
structural parameters had been established.

It’s not rocket science to begin design of
a noise barrier system from that platform,
but you wouldn’t believe it from some of
the designs that have been submitted since

the beginning of the noise barrier race in
the Seventies.

AU you have to do is ask your self three
questions and you are off to a good start:

1. What material will I use?

2. How will it stand up in wind?
3. How can I sell it?

The answer to question (1) is simple. It’s
REINFORCED CONCRETE — the world’s
cheapest structural material for long-time
durability, workability and ‘environ-
mentability.’ It is easy to mold into shapes

and patterns, it can be colored, it is avail-
able everywhere, it can even be precast
on site, and it is perfectly at home in the
highway environment.

The answer to question (2) seems to
have misled many suppliers of traditional
post-and-panel noise barrier systems.
They somehow always separate the panel
from its post, producing two disparate

parts to serve the same purpose — to
attach the panel to a post. Separate parts
can mean separate suppliers and delivery
systems, on-site storage, delays on the
job, back charges, headaches.

It seemed obvious that we should pro-

duce the post and panel at the same time,
in the same precast pour, killing two birds
with one stone. On the next page, you
will see how this simple decision has pro-
duced cost savings all the way down the

noise barrier project line. From engineer-
ing to materials and forms purchase, to
set-up for precasting, to stripping panels
from forms, to yard storage and jobsite

delivery, to site preparation and traffic
control, and erection of panels directly

from the delivery truck and into perma-
nent position in the wall.

All of that is due to monowall’s mono-
lithic, one-piece post-and-panel design,
which is where the system got its name —

monolithicwall. At thevery beginning of
a project, the selection of monowall will
cut in half all of the tasks associated with
the major cost item (the wall system) in
the noise barrier project.

The integrated post and panel elimi-
nates one very large vendor from the job
budget, the cash stream and the job flow

The value-engineered reduction in pieces, parts and labor which is obtain.jd by the monolithic
panel/post module, leads to large manufacturing materials cost saving, and also contributes to the

higher rate of on-site erection. This shortens the soundwall construction phase on the project,
opens and/or returns the highway to use, and gets the traffic moving again in a hurry.
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chart. Which also minimizes the opportu-
nity for logistical slip-ups and progress
delays — lost time and money!

monowall is friendly to the precaster.
The forms are fairly simple in design, and
may be fabricated by the precaster, or
other arrangement with the licensor. Pre-
casting is simple. A post form is attached
to one end of the casting surface, and the
panel nose form attached to the opposite
end. Steel angles are used to close and
form the top and bottom edges of the
panel.

The entire monolithic post-and-panel is
lifted from the casting bed as shown in the
photo at right. The panels are then stored
in their final vertical position in the pre-
cast yard, ready for pickup and delivery to
the job site after curing.

Poured concrete pile- or caisson-type
foundations are required with ~
straight-line post and panel wall system.
monowall is no exception. Except that
monowaH’s ~post’ is not submerged in
the wet concrete of the caisson, as steel
posts are, for example. The installations of
the foundations and the wall system may
be entirely separate operations, per-
formed months apart.

The photos show how the caissons are
prepared to accept the installation of the
monowall modules. Micro-positioning is
not required; the 4-inch diameter steel
canisters allow placement in any direc-
tion when needed, before the grout is
pumped in.

After the caissons have cured, installa-
tion of the monowall system can begin at
any time. Delivery trucks can be loaded at
the precast yard, driven to the job site,
positioned near the wall, and the panels
picked one at a time by a crane of suitable
reach and capacity, and lowered into
place as shown in the photo. Installation
is completed as shown in the photos.

The installer will find that monowall is

easy and fast to erect. The caissons pro-
vide the general positioning of the ~post’
and any close adjustment is accommo-
dated by the open area in the canisters.
Spacing of ‘posts’ is automatic, and true
verticality is obtained since the module is
still suspended from the crane while the
fast-setting grout is applied.

monowafi, being monolithic, solves
the problem of disparate appearances of
posts and panels, and being concrete, can
be textured and colored in hundreds of
variations. Fully engineered, designed to
be cost-effective to contractor, precaster
and owner, monowall should be the
most-favored noise barrier system of
choice. N

5’

Four tall corruqated steel c. anisters are
vrnheddedin thecaisson at the time 01 its

pour. Four spik ng rods ot engi nPvr~dlength
br the stab~lttysuppurt specitied are inserted

into the canisters. I he pre~ous panel has
already been instal!ed, checked and set,

ready to guide the next panel in.

monowall module, made the day before,
is lifted by crane from the casting bed.
Note the curved ‘nose’ edge in the fore-
ground, and the bulk of the ‘post’ edge

opposite. Lifting inserts are in the top edge.

~.fterthe modules have cured, and when the
contractor requires, the monowall system
is delivered to the job site, and the modules

are picked from the truck by the uane
and placed directly in their final location.

The next panel is moved horizontally into
place about four feet above the top of the
caisson. The splicing rods are lifted, inserted
and screwed into the anchored threaded insert

which has been precast into the ~post’.

After securing the splicing rods, the canisters
arid their common square recess are filled
with fast-setting, high-strength grout. The

panel/post module is lowered to the caisson
top. The ‘post’ bottoms have a square raised

boss which automatically forces out excess
grout from the recess, insuring complete rod

enclosure and seating of the ‘post’.

For further information, contact:
William H. Pickett

PickettWaD Systems,Inc.
4028 North Ocean Drive

Hoflywood, FL 33019
Tet 954 927-1529 Fax 954 92O~-1949

This installation of monowaftwason a Texas
DOT project,which had a specification for a
poured concrete “mowing strip” along the

entire alignment, as shown above.
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Sound barrier wall construction com-
bats noise pollution in adjacent neighbor-
hoods, but also obscures the landscape
we all enjoy viewing while driving. Exist-
ing walls are often perceived as having a
monotonous unattractive appearance.

In an effort to develop more aestheti-
cally pleasing noise barrier walls and at
the same time improve field con-
structability, a team of engineering faculty
at the New jersey Institute of Technology
(NJIT), consisting of Edward Douen-
heimer, Walter Konon, and Ala Saadegh-
vazini, has developed a fin wall design
that addresses both of these issues. The
project is supported by the New Jersey
Department of Transportation (NJDOT)
coordinated by Domenick Biliera in
cooperation with the Center for Trans-
portation Studies and Research at NJIT.

The fin wall design is based on a con-
cept developed by architect Ashok Bhav-
nani in 1994 for the NJDOT. The design
concept incorporates shadow creating
fins which also aid in noise abatement.
The fins project 1 ft. from the wall panel
face and are positioned at 2 ft. intervals
with the first fin located 8 ft. from ground
level. The lower 8 ft. unless section of the
wall is protected by landscaping and
other anti-graffiti measures.

In the design developed by NuT, recy-
cled plastic fins are field attached to 26 ft.
long concrete wall panels. The erection
of panels into a wall segment with differ-
ently configured horizontal fins can cre-
ate a limitless variety of wall patterns.A
dynamic shadowplay is produced by sun-
light casting the fins’ shadows on the wall
plane surface. Depending on the sun’s
angle and intensity, the length and defin-
ition of the shadows change and add to
the visual variety.

A one-third scale wood and plastic
model of a 24 ft. high fin wall was built at
NuT to evaluate its cost and con-
structability and to demonstrate thevisual
effect of the shadowplay. Currently used
standard concrete H post and panel sys-
tems require precise vertical and horizon-
tal positioning of posts which can lead to
field erection tolerance problems. The
NuT developed system has the face
planes of succeeding wall segments offset
and attached to the front or back of a

standardized post. This allows for wall
direction changes and reduces field erec-
tion costs.

NJDOT personnel, noise wall manufac-
turers, and installers who have inspected
the NuT model have reacted positively
toward the improved aesthetics and con-
structability. Efforts are underway at NuT
to develop a final design and build~afull
scale prototype of the fin wall.~

For further information, contact:
Walter Konon

Professor of Civil Engineering
Newark College of Engineering

University Heights
Newark, NJ 07102-1 982

Telephone: 201 596-2444/2447

NJIT DEVELOPS FIN WALL
by Walter Konon, Eugene Golub, Edward Douenheimer and Ala Saadeghvazini

One-third scale wood and plastic model of a 24 ft. high wall was constructed at NuT
to evaluate cost, constructability and visual effect. The bottom third of the wall was left plain
to be protected by landscaping and other anti-graffiti measures. The fins on the top two-thirds

of the panels project one foot from the wall and are spaced two feet vertically.

Close-up view of model shows staggered arrangement of panels which are
alternately attached to the front and back faces of the standard post. This permits wall

direction changes and reduces field erection costs. Also, the aesthetics of the wall
are enhanced by introducing more shadow area.
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PROBLEM AREA: AIRCRAFT NOISE

Title: Supplementary Metrics for the
Evaluation of Aircraft Noise Impact

Problem Statement: The Day-Night
Average Sound Level (DNL) is the
acoustic metric currently used by the
Federal Aviation Administration in evalu-
ating the community impact of aircraft
noise around airports and in establishing
a design criterion for residential sound
insulation programs. Recent experience
has indicated that the use of this metric
alone may not be technically sufficient
in many situations. In addition, much of
the publics perception is that an averag-
ing metric, such as DNL, does not corre-
late well with their response to the
intruding aircraft noise. Four areas in
which responses to aircraft noise appears
to be greater than that which would be
expected from the existing aircraft DNL
are: (a) near small and mid-sized airports
where the average Sound Exposure Level
(SEL) of single aircraft overflights, at a
given DNL contour, is much greater than
the corresponding SEL at that DNL con-
tour near a large airport; (b) at locations
where background noise levels, as char-
acterized by L9o, are more than 10 dB
below the noise levels produced by air-
craft overflights, as characterized by Lio;
(C) at locations distant from airports
where new air traffic patterns have intro-
duced recognizable aircraft noise into
regions that previously did not often
experience such noise events; and (d)
near airports at which there has been a
discontinuous increase in the amount of
air traffic or a dramatic change in air traf-
fic patterns. Research is required to iden~
tify acoustic metrics that can be used to
supplement DNL in evaluating commu-
nity impact and in establishing design
criteria for residential sound insulation
programs in these situations.

Proposed Research: Research on appro-
priate supplementary noise metrics
should be carried out in three areas: (1)
investigation of the use of single-event
acoustic metrics to supplement DNL
sound insulation programs, (2) investiga-
tion of other cumulative acoustic metrics
that account for community response to
new or dramatically changed noise
exposure, and (3) investigation of noise
metrics that compare intrusive noise lev-
els to background noise levels. As part of
this research, previous single-event and
cumulative noise metrics should be
reviewed in terms of the parameter
which each considers (i.e., total acoustic
energy, maximum sound eve!, duration,
number of events, signal-to-noise ratio,
variability of sound level, etc.). Where
data are available, community reactions
to aircraft noise should be compared in
terms of those metrics which appear fea-
sible. including the changes in those
metrics as the result of changes in air
traffic patterns. Gaps in the existing
knowledge should be identified and
appropriate acoustic
measurement/social survey studies rec-
ommended to remove these gaps.

Cost: $200,000
Duration: 12 months

Title: Technology for Aircraft
Noise Control

Problem Statement: The state of the art
in noise control technology for aircraft is
not sufficient to eliminate adverse envi-
ronmental impacts from airport and air-
craft operations. Continued research and
development of advanced technology to
reduce noise exposure below the current
FAR 36 Stage 3 levels is required. Future
growth of air transport will be restricted
if advanced technology for noise control
is not developed. This problem is further
compounded by the fact that, while
there is a successful but modest technol-
ogy-specific research program being
jointly carried out by NASA and FAA,
there is no basic aircraft noise research
program at NASA or in any other federal
agency.
ResearchObjective: The 1991 Research
Needs Statement identified the develop-
ment of a comprehensive, coherent,
multiyear cooperative aircraft noise
research effort between NASA, FAA and

elements of the aerospace industry as a
critical requirement. Such a program has
been developed and is being carried out
through the Noise Reduction Element of
the NASA/FAA Advanced Subsonic
Transport Program. The program is now
at midpoint. The program is on track to
achieve interim goals for a 3 dB reduc-
tion in jet engine noise and a 25% reduc-
tion in nacelle treatment effectiveness.
Scale model demonstrations of several
aspects have been undertaken or will
soon be done. However, achi~evementof
the ultimate goal of a 10dB reduction in
community noise has been threatened
by changes in budget uncertainties and
funding reductions. The Steering Com-
mittee of the Noise Reduction Element
has also identified additional research
needs, including landing gear noise, a
review of airframe noise sources and lev-
els with respect to overall community
noise levels, and active noise control
technology. The Steering Committee is
also in process of identifying additional
goals beyond the year 2000 when the
program is currently slated to end. A suc-
cessful aircraft noise control technology
research and development program
requires a sustained commitment over a
long time period from both federal agen-
cies and industry. The Workshop reaf-
firms its identification of basic and
applied research in aircraft noise control
technology as a critical area of need.

Cost: $194 million through year 2000.
Duration: 10 years

Title: Effect of Sudden Changes in
Noise from Aircraft Operations on

Sleep
Disturbance and Annoyance

Problem Statement: Recent field studies
of sleep disturbance from aircraft noise
in Great Britain and in the United States
have generated considerable controversy
in those two countries since they deter-
mined that sleep disturbance by aircraft
noise appears to be far less common
than had been previously thought. A pos-
sible explanation for the results of these
studies is that one eventually habituates
to the noise environment and numerous
awakenings do not then occur. There has
been little work done to study this habit-
uation since sudden discrete changes in

(continued on page 72)

ENVIRDNMENTAL RESEARCH NEEDS IN TRANSPORTATION
An Upcoming TRB Circular
Announcement by Jon WiM jams, Senior Programs Officer, Transportation Research Board

(Ed. Note: In Issue No. 27 of The Wa/I
journal, we published the opening
announcement by Jon Williams of the
upcoming TRB Circular with the title in
the header above, along with the first
highway noise research title. In Issue No.
28, we completed the list of highway
noise research needs. In this issue, you
will find the remaining research needs to
be considered for aircraft and transit
noise problem areas).
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(Research Needs, from page 11

aircraft noise exposure do not normally
occur. Such studies are necessary, how-
ever; if the public is to be convinced of
the validity of the recent work.
Additionally, the introduction of aircraft
overflights nto a community that has
previously experienced few such noise
events generally causes considerable
human annoyance. For example, the
introduction by the FAA in 1987 of the
Expanded East Coast Plan, which modi-
fied the routing of commercial aircraft
into the three metropolitan New York air-
ports, caused considerable adverse com-
munity response and litigation, even in
areas where the aircraft are at cruise alti-
tudes.
Research Objective: The objective of
this research is to study the accommoda-
tion of humans to sudden, discrete
changes in the noise exposure from air-
craft overflights by artificially introduc-
ing such an acoustic environment into a
selected population of homes and mea-
suring the sleep disturbance and annoy-
ance responses of the residents as a func-
tion of time after the introduction of the
discrete change.

Cost: $500,000
Duration: 24 months

Title: Assessment of Sound Insulation
Modification Procedures

Probkm Statement: Currently a large
number of airports in the country are
either planning to begin sound insulation
programs, engaged in conducting pilot
sound insulation programs, or actively
undertaking large-scale, continuing
sound insulation programs. Although
there is informal communication
between airport officials charged with
implementing such programs, there is no
format guidance from those airports fur-
ther along in their sound insulation pro-
grams to assist those airports just starting
such programs. In addition, most airports
manage these programs in very different
ways. There has been no assessment of
what management techniques work best
in various situations.
Proposed Research: Identify, categorize,
and assess active sound insulation pro-
grams in the United States and other
countries. Identify those elements of
such programs which are most success-
ful and those elements that are least suc-
cessful. Develop a guidance document
to assist airports in setting up and suc-
cessfully managing sound insulation pro-
grams.

Cost: $1 50,00
Duration: 9 months

Title: Standardized Testing Methods for
Exterior to Interior Noise Reduction

Problem Statement: Currently accepted
FAA methods for testing exterior to inte-
rior noise reduction on structures vary
from region to region and conflict with
accepted practice established by the
American Society of Testing and Materi-
als and the International Standards Orga-
nization. Results from the different test
methods vary widely.
Proposed Research: Conduct a study of
the various test methods over a range of’
structures before and after noise insula-
tion. Evaluate the results based on their
correlation to perceived improvement as
well as repeatability and consistency.
Develop a recommended standard test
procedure.

Cost: $150,000
Duration: 9 months

Title: Model Building Code
Development

Problem Statement: An increasing num-
ber of local governmental authorities are

We build attracttve, economical,functional, extremely durable soundwallsfor a fraction of
the cost of castles.Call us and we’ll tell you how to fit one of our walls to your needsand
to your budget. We’ll also tell you how utilization of silica fume admixtures and the latest
generation of waterproofing agentsmake the Faddis NoiseBarrier
systemstruly a product you could build and forget. Much like the FAIDDIS
ancient castles,thesesound walls will stand the testof time. CONCRETE PRODUCTS

There are castlesand there are sound walls.

FaddisConcreteProducts 3515Kings Highway, Downingtown,PA 19335 Phone(8O0~777-7973 FAX (610)873-8431
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implementing building code sections
which regulate the sound insulation of
buildings around airports. Without the
benefit of a model building code to fol-
ow, many of the published codes are
technically inaccurate and vfrtually
unenforceable. In addition, many states
and communities cannot adopt any code
which has not already been adopted by
one of the three major code agencies.
Proposed Research: Review existing
building codes to determine their applic-
ability to sound insulation modifications.
Identify those portions of existing codes
which are most pertinent. Assess the
requirements and capabilities of the var-
ious local building code governing bod-
ies. Review the impact of liability issues.
Develop a Model Building Code which
allows for the setting and evaluation of
standards for exterior to interior sound
insulation for use by local authorities
when addressing planning and mitiga-
tion of aircraft noise. Present the pro-
posed model building code to the three
major code authorities for consideration.
Cost: $200,000

Duration: 12 months

Title: Computer Model for the

Prediction of Noise from Transporta-
lion Systems

Problem Statement: There is currently
pressure from government officials and
the public to extend the analysis of air-
craft noise in Part 1 50 studies and other
environmental studies from the 65 dB
Ldn contour to the 60 dB and 55 dB Ldn
contour. Current aircraft noise models,
such as the Federal Aviation Administra-
tions Integrated Noise Model (INM) and
the U.S. Air Force’s NOISEMAP pro-
gram, calculate only the noise in a com-
munity due to aircraft, ignoring any con-
tribution from other transportation noise
sources, such as highway or rail traffic.
Similarly, the Traffic Noise Model (TNM)
being developed by the Federal High-
way Administration ignores noise contri-
butions from aircraft and rail traffic. For-
tunately, each of these models uses the
U. S. Air Force’s NMPLOT program for
producing the final noise contours,
which are the primary output of the
models. NMPLOT has the capability of
combining several noise contours into a
single contour representing the sum of
the individual contours. Thus, the poten-
tial exists for combining these two mod-
els (and rail and ship noise models, if

such models are ever developed) into a
single transportation noise model.
Proposed Research: The objective of this
research is to produce guidelines and
specifications that could be used by the
developers of noise models for individ-
ual transportation modes to insure that
their model could be combined, at some
point in the future, into a single trans-
portation noise model

PROBLEM AREA:
TRANSIT NOISE AND VIBRATION

Title: Transit Vibration Criteria Study
Problem Statement: There is significant
proliferation of light and heavy rail tran-
sit systems within heavily populated
areas. Introduction of new systems often
involves aligning track near residential
and commercial structures, often requir-
ing costly mitigation to avoid adverse
vibration impact. Criteria for human
exposure to rail transit ground vibration
are available in ISO and ANSI standards
and are presented in the FTA Guidance
Manual. Assessment involves measure-
ment of vibration levels in third-octave
bands generally from 1 -80 Hz. The mea-
sured vibration levels are compared to

(continued nextpage)

C
SOUND ABSORPTIVE BARRIER:
The Common Sense Solution to Noise
Abatement — Outside and Inside

v’ FccellentAcousticalPerformance:NRCup to 1.0 &
STC40.

/ Costcompetitivewith reflectiveproducts.
.f Extremelylight-weight (32lbs. percu. ft.). Excellent

for bridges,tall walls, andretro-fit panels.
/ Easily integratedintomostwallandbarrier designs.
/ Excellent41e-cycleperformance—

durable/washable/graffiti resistant/9flameii smoke.

S U U ~D T ~A ACOUSTICAL APPLICATIONS

S SIIU!HJTIIAP®

Flospitals
Facilities
Dormitories
Auditoriums
Restaurants
ConcertHalls
Athletic Facilities
Airport Terminals

NoiseBarriers
ConventionCenters
Museums& libraries
CorrectionalFacilities
IndustrialApplications
PowerGenerationFacilities
All TransportationSystems

For moreinformationandlicensingopportunities,contact:
CS!, 3300BeeCaveRL, Ste. 650,Austin, 1X78746

Pb: 512~327-8481Fax:512-327-5111
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(ResearchNeeds,frompage 13)
either frequency-dependent band limits
or summed over a frequency bandwidth.
However, the Guidance Manual recog-
nizes that movement stiti exists in the use
of vibration descriptors. Measurement
practices are not as standardized as they
are for airborne noise evaluations, e.g.,
measurement averaging (exponential vs.
linear) and averaging time are unspeci-
fied, band level limits and overall limits
both are considered, and frequency
bandwidths other than 1 -80 Hz are often
used. There is a need to further standard-
ize measurement practices to quantify
vibration exposures with metrics which
reasonably predict human response
(preferably in terms of a single-number
vibration descriptor to simplify the eval-
uation and reporting of exposures).
Finally, the criteria for mitigation need to
be reviewed.
Proposed Research: A comprehensive
attitudinal survey should be conducted
parallel with measurements of 1/3
octave band vibration levels and overall
A-weighted sound levels. The tests
should include exposures from light- and
heavy-rail transit, railroad, and highway
truck and bus passbys of various fre-
quencies. Measurement locations should

include outdoors and indoors in struc-
tures of various types. The results of the
survey and measurements should be
compared applicable criteria. A techni-
cal report should describe the results of
the attitudinal survey, vibration and
noise measurements, event frequency
and duration, and should compare
results with existing criteria.

Cost: $300,000
Duration: 2 years

Urgency and Payoff Potential: The
avoidance of vibration mitigation using
floating slabs, ballast mats, or other mea-
sures, would be a substantial payoff.
However, the greater return on this
research effort would be the ability to
align rail systems closer sensitive recep-
tors confidence that vibration problems
would not result.

Title: Wheel Squeal Abatement

Problem Statement: Wheel squeal is
generated when a rail car rounds a curve
of tight radius. Modern heavy rail sys-
tems are usually designed such that rev-
enue track is of sufficient radii that
squeal is unlikely to occur. However,

light-rail systems must often follow exist-
ing urban streets and tight radii cannot
be avoided. System-wide control of
wheel squeal may be needed for these
systems. Heavy rail systems may experi-
ence wheel squeal in maintenance yards
where selection of curve radii to prevent
squeal is impractical. For these systems
location-specific squeal controls are
desirable. System-wide squeal control
may be obtained by wheel damping
devices of varying effectiveness and cost.
Lubricants delivered by vehicle-mounted
and wayside applicators of various
design have been proposed.. While
grease lubrication has been used suc-
cessfully by some properties, concerns
exist regarding impacts on vehicle trac-
tion and safety which have prevented
implementation by some transit agen-
cies. Compilation of grease lubricant
experience is needed to assess the legiti-
macy of these concerns. The effective-
ness of these lubricants in controlling
squeal, and the operational circum-
stances in which a particular design
would be appropriate, should be investi-
gated. In addition to a rigorous evalua-
tion of the performance of these prod-
ucts, an examination of the practical
impacts on operations, safety, and sec-

• . I~VERGRFI.N ® _______
fl-(E t~MTUi~4LALTERt’JATfl/F

EVERGREEN WALL SYSTEMS, NA. .

• 6O69OAKBROOKPARKWAY . .

NORCROSS,GEORGIA30093 . ••..

TEL 770-840-7060 •.: .~ .

FAX 770-840-7069

WITH REPRESENTATION THROUGHOUT NORTH AMERICA
EUROPE • MIDDLE EAST • SOUTH AFRICA • JAPAN
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ondary impacts (e.g., soil contamination
by the lubricant) is needed
Proposed Research: The product of this
effort should be a manual covering all
aspects of the generation of wheel
squeal, the various products and meth-
ods available for eliminating the prob-
lem, the effectiveness of these products
and methods, and other considerations
(such as safety, operational issues, and
costs) in the selection of a systemwide or
site-specific approach to the mitigation
of wheel squeal. On the question of the
effectiveness of the various products,
especially the newer vehicle-mounted
lubricators, it is expected that actual
experimentation will be needed to sup-
plement the available data gathered from
transit agencies that have experience
with some of these techniques.

Cost: $150,000
Duration: 1 Year
Urgency and Payoff Potentiak Planning
and final design of numerous light rail
systems and extensions is currently
underway, including systems in Salt Lake
City, Denver, San Diego, Portland, Balti-
more, northern New Jersey, Sacramento,
Milwaukee, Seattle, and others. Wheel
squeal in the populated urban ~areas

where these systems will be partly or
entirely located is a major concern in the
development and design of the system. In
some cities, systems have had to be retro-
fitted with devices to control squeal
where the original design did not antici-
pate the problem and the severe public
reaction to the problem. A manual on all
aspects of wheel squeal would provide
invaluable information for rail transit
agencies. The payoff would be signifi-
cant and the need is immediate.

Title: Warning Signal Assessment
and Control

Problem Statement: New rail transit sys-
tems across the U.S. are creating increas-
ing numbers of at-grade rail-and-road-
way intersections. Transit
vehicle-mounted warning horns and
fixed wayside crossing signals are neces-
sary for safety but can be a source of
annoyance to surrounding residents.
Compilation of data regarding warning
signal safety requirements, noise emis-
sion levels, and reduced-impact alterna-
tives is needed to assist transit system
designers and operators. New technolo-
gies for effective warnings at reduced
community noise impact need to be

identified for development. Currently,
warning signal exposures are evaluated
with respect to the same impact criteria
as used for line operations-noise sources
of considerably different character.
Review of the suitability of these criteria
is desired to assure thatwarning systems
are appropriately designed.
Proposed Research: Perform literature
review which examines warning signal
usage requirements/regulations, docu-
mented noise impacts, and mitigation
strategies attempted and their results.
Perform an attitudinal survey of commu-
nity response to warning signal expo-
sures along with sound level measure-
ments quantifying the corresponding
noise exposure. Define possible mitiga-
tion measures deserving further develop-
ment. Prepare report of findings and rec-
ommendations.

Cost: $100,000
Duration: 12 Months

Urgency and Payoff Potential: The
tradeoff at issue here is between the
safety of at-grade roadway crossings of
transit rail lines and the severe no~se
impact of a warning device on the sur-

(continued next page)

TM

Two-Sided Sound-Absorptive Panels
Comply With Aesthetic Treatment,
Freeze-Thaw,Salt Scaling and
AcceleratedWeathering Requirements
of Indiana Department of Transportation

The Reinforced Earth Company
8614 Westwood Center Drive, Suite 1100

Vienna, Virginia 22182
Te1703821-1175 Fax703821-1815

••••• re~nforcedecirtt* ©

Write, fax or phone for further project information
or to receive literature or design details
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(Research Needs, from page 15)
rounding community. Transit planners
and designers need as much information
as possible to make recommendations
that ensure proper balance between two
very important but conflicting objectives.

Title: Transit VehicLe tn-service Noise
Emission Ievels

Problem Statement: Rail vehicle noise
emissions are known to depend strongly
upon wheel and rail conditions. Vehicle
sound levels may increase 10dB or more
with the presence of wheel flats or rail
corrugations. Most data available for
transit system design are for vehicles
with new wheels and trackwork with
new rails; thus, noise mitigation fea-
tures—such as noise barriers—which are
designed based upon these data may be
inadequate after a period of revenue ser-
vice operations. Understanding of typi-
cal in-service vehicle noise emission
growth is needed to guide the design of
noise abatement treatments with a mar-
gin of safety to assure that noise recep-
tors are adequately protected throughout
the life of the transit facility.
Proposed Research: Review the litera-

ture to categorize rail car types and con-
figurations, and track conditions with
respect to noise emissions. Define signif-
icant maintenance parameters (e.g., age
and time since last wheel truing/rail
grinding). Design vehicle noise emission
test sample based upon railcar categories
and maintenance parameters. Conduct
railcar noise emission testing.

Cost: $150,000
Duration: 1 year

Urgency and Payoff Potential: The rail
transit vehicles being manufactured for
the newer rail systems being built in the
U.S. are designed with fairly tight noise
specifications. These specifications and
new vehicle testing have been used in
developing the FTA’s guidance manua,
“Transit Noise and Vibration Impact
Assessment.” As the newer systems and
vehicles age, it is not known how much
deterioration will occur in their noise
profiles. Older rail transit technologies
have significantly different noise charac-
teristics and cannot be used to estimate
the effect of age on the newer systems. A
limited study indicates that the FTA man-
ual may result in estimates that are 1 cIBA
or more too low. The result may be mad-

•Light Weight
0 Non-Conducting
• Graffiti Removes Easily
‘Cost Eftect~ve
‘Any Color Available—No

Painting!

SOUND FIGHTER® SYSTEMS, INC.
6135 Linwood Ave. • Shreveport, LA 71106
(318) 861-6640 • FAX (318) 865-7353

equate protection of noise-impacted
communities after several years of oper-
ation of the new rail systems.

Title: Computer Module and Database
for Calculating Fixed Guideway

Transit Noise

Problem Statement: FTA has published a
manual on transit noise impact assess-
ment which is useful in environmental
impact assessment and preliminary
design of rail transit systems. However,
there is no standard noise model for use
in the detailed final design of mitigation
elements such as noise watts. With the
advent of the Federal Highway Admin-
istration’s Traffic Noise Model (TNM),
the foundation for an accurate over-
ground prediction model has been
developed. Relatively minor changes to
the algorithm of TNM would be required
to allow its use in transit system design
while ensuring consistency with the FIA
guidance.
Proposed Research: The objective of this
research would be to: (1) design and
develop a computer module for comput-
ing noise due to guided transit vehicles;
and (2) develop a reference noise data-
base which, coupled with the computer
module, can be incorporated into the
FHWA TNM.

Cost: $300,000
Duration: 24 Months U

(Ed. Note: This publication is now avail-
able from the Transportation Research
Board, designated as TRB Circular 469,
titled Environmental Research Needsin
kp~ortig~. This Circular also
includes the research statements for 12
other transportation environmental topic
areas. The publication may be ordered
by telephone at 202 334-3214.

Other questions may be addressed to:
Jon Williams

Senior Program Officer
Transportation Research Board
2101 Constitution Ave., N. W.

Washington, D.C. 20418
Tel 202 334-2938

Fax 202 334-2003)
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TRANSPORTATION -RELATED ACOUSTICS ENGINEER OR PHYSICIST
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• Shipped Nationwide
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of Transportation

Researchand
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Administration

Volpe National
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SystemsCenter

TheAcousticsFacility of the VolpeNationalTransportationSystemsCenteris seeking

a senior-levelprofessionalto performacoustic/noisestudiesrelatedto transportation.
Thesestudiesinvolve the modelingandmeasurementof noiseemanatingfrom aircraft
andgroundvehicles.Familiarity with noisemodelssuchas the FederalHighway
Administration’sSTAMINA modelandtheFederalAviation Administration’sINM
modelareuseful.Applicant shouldbecognizantof modernnoisemeasurementand
analysisinstrumentationandmethods.A degree,preferablyin engineeringor physics,
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Permanent Engineered Wood Barrier Systems
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Don’t miss the
Al F04 Summer
Meeting in Toronto
July 20-23,1997!!!

Soren Pedersen has
put a lot of work
into what is shaping
up to be a very
fine summer meet-
ing. In addition to
three days of pre-
sentations, he has
arranged for tours

of the Toronto area noise barriers on Mon-
day, the Bombardier Regional Aircraft
Company on Tuesday and the Toronto
Transit system on Wednesday. He has put
together a fun-filled evening program, as
well as a full spouses program.

Speaking of the Al F04 Summer Meet-
ing, I’m pleased to announce the winners
of the Committees First Annual scholar-
ship Program: Mr. Rudy Hendriks of Cali-
fornia Department of Transportation and
Mr. Jay Waldschmidt of Wisconsin
Department of Transportation. Rudy has
been involved with Committee activity
since the early 1 980s and has served as a

full member since 1991. He has also won
the Committee’s Annual Best Paper
Award twice. Jay has been actively
involved with Committee activity for sev-
eral years and was recently appointed a
full member.

Due to escalating costs associated with
paper publication in their annual Record,
TRB has been maintaining a policy of
only publishing 50 percent of the papers
recommended by each committee. The
good news is that TRB, based on rec-
ommendations from Mr. Jon Williams,
will publish a summary document con-
taining copies of all the A1FO4 recom-
mended papers. The advantage here is
that members of our Committee will have
referencable copies of all recommended
papers in a single cohesive document.
The expectation is that this document
will be available for distribution at the
Summer Meeting. In addition, in previous
articles have made reference to a TRB-
hosted/FAA-funded aircraft noise model-
ing workshop which took place at TRB’s
Woods Hole, MA facility in May 1996.
A document summarizing the proceed-
ings of that workshop are also expected to

be made available at the Summer Meeting.
TRB is again holding firm on an August

1, 997 deadline for candidate papers to
be submitted for the 1998 Annual Meet-
ing. I will have submission forms avail-
able for distribution at the Summer Meet-
ing. Prospective Authors may also obtain
these forms from the TRB web site at:
http://www.nas.edu/
trb/meeti ng/index.html.

Last but certainly not least, I would like
to provide a brief update on the FHWA
TNM. The latest version is currently
undergoing rigorous testing by Foliage
Software systems, Harris Miller Miller and
Hanson and the Volpe Center. Following
this round of testing, the program will be
distributed to the TNM Technical Review
Panel for further exhaustive testing
(expected to begin the first week in June).
Members of the Review Panel are
expected to meet at the Summer Meeting
in Toronto to discuss their findings. Cur-
rently, it is expected that the final version
of the TNM will he delivered in the late
summer time frame, and public distribu-
tion will occur later this year or early next
year.~

Gregg C. Fleming
Chairman

J~AiCARSONITE Leaa~ngTheWayThrough Innovation Presents - -

A SQUND S~LLfT1QNTM
The Carsonite Sound Barrier System (SBS), made from a
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The Wall Journal
205 Danby Road
Lehigh Acres, Florida 33936

Subject: FHWA Environmental Excel-
lence Awards

Attn: The Editor

Dear El:

would be remiss for not writing to
mention several organizations and their
people who worked diligently toward
the successful completion of the
S.R.581 Connector. The award nomina-
tion could only be two pages long, and

didn’t think that the Judges would
appreciate it if I used 6 point type for
the submittal, so some key facts were
omitted for brevity.

Jay Josselyn of JTE Constructors, Inc.
of Lorton, Virginia was the key man
who managed the wall construction.
Building the undulating foundation for

the Fanwall noise barrier was tricky at
best. Jay is a one of a kind project man-
ager with his peopIe~orientedapproach
to problem solving. He worked his way
through the challenging shop drawing
approval process and got the job done.
He also worked with a loca’ commu-
nity to construct the wall along side of
a ball field (Wall Journal Issue No 21)
under the direction of JTE President
Jack “Tommy” Elmore.

Tim Williams and Charlie Chappe~of
Williams Precast in Cumberland, Mary-
land cast the Fanwail panels. They
deserve the credit for making a very
tough job an award winner. They are
the best people one could ever hope to
work with. And Slaw Precast who cast
the bridge mounted panels. The precast
to which the sound absorptive panels
was attached was extremely accurate,
allowing the installation of cladding
panels to go very smoothly.

Im sure there are others who are
proud of the project and who, (like me)
claim that they built this award winning
job. Ira Price who provided the Fanwall

shop drawings, and the general con-
tractor, Trumbull, and the engineers at
PennDOT, for example, come to mind.
Well, the guys in the trenches never get
enough credit. Here’s to all of you.

Sincerely,

Gary S. Figallo
Industrial Acoustics Company
1160 Commerce Ave.
Bronx, NY 10462
Tel. 718 430-4515 Fax 718 863-1138

April 28, 997

Consultants only design walls.
Suppliers are restricted to their own

products and most Contractors only

build walls. JTE is different. We
design, furnish and install state-of-

the-art wall systems that meet your
site specific needs.

JTE. A company with experience,
JYE’s p~n1~dprec~s~fa~inqsys~erri,a&ove,
for ~tidar~ pile ~up~or~te~,c~rilcverec~a~id
tiel2ack ret~ait1iI1gwalls.

Call us today —

creative approaches, innovative
designs, and access to evolving

products and methods.

For a costeffective,completedesign/buildprocess.

A com~’iriationof4 different -

one solution above. The Frcc~ t~Moutited
5our~dwall ~r~isition~ ~oa v 5Vruct~r~MoutiDe~
Sout~dwall erec~e~datop F~ - - .~c~rrier supported L’yan
MSE r~taftiingwall sy~et?i.

10109 Giles Run Road Lorton, VA 22079 Fax: 703-550-0601 103-550-0600
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I am not sure that I formally “registered”
for the Journal. Perhaps that is the reason
for the missing issues. So here it gives.
Please begin a subscription for me to the
Journal and mail it to this address: William
McCoIl, NYSDOT, State Campus 5-303,
Albany, NY 12232.

Now that we have that done, I have one
small suggestion. When providing “sum-
maries” of conference papers, rather than
using what appear to be the paper’s
abstract, why not use the conclusion
instead. The abstract is frequently done
months in advance of the paper, while the
conclusion is often a “summary” in and of
itself and has more actual information.

Once again, thanks for your efforts on all
our behalf; we greatly appreciate it.

Sincerely,
Bill McColl

El, two things...
1. I saw the announcement about Envi-
ronmental Research Needs in Transporta-
tion. I would like to find out more about
this program. I am interested to apply for
one or more of their defined research
directions.
2. I am interested to publish a short arti-
cle in The Wall Journal dealing with
atmospheric effects on the acoustic per-
formance of road noise barriers. I do my
word processing on a PC; what format
would be most effective for you for the
text and graphics?

Ken Fyfe, Assoc. Prof. Mech. Engrg.
Phone 403-492-7031, fax 403-492-2200
e-mail ken.fyfe@ualberta.ca

I would like to request a free subscription
to The Wall Journal. We have been con-
ducting extensive research on the use of
wood in the U. S. infrastructure and
believe your journal would be of great
benefit to our work. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Smith
Assistant Professor/Extension Special st
Forest Products Marketing

(Done. And thank y~— Ed.).

transportation noise problemsP
Industrial Acoustics Company will help you solve them.

We will address issues of .cost .construction .engineering ‘durability .architectüre
and ‘most importantly acoustics. Call today~

IAC BARRIER SELECTION TABLE

NoiShield-
FSIS
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Soundcore
Plus

AcoustaWood
Plus

NRC 1.0(0.95) 0.80 a80
0.3Sound Absorption at 125 Hz 1.1(0.95) 0.3

Sound Transmission Class 38 51 38
Transmission Loss at 125 Hz 23 36 16
Std Panel Height, in. (mm) 24(610) 48(1219) 48 (1219)
Std Post Spacing, ft (m) 16 (5)

•

32.8 (10)
I~’lIL’A*~

16(5)
II~A~

NoiShield-
R Soundcore AcoustaWood

Sound Transmission Class 27 51 38
Transmission Lossat 125 Hz 13 36 16

Std Panel Height, in. (mm) 16(406) 48(1219) 48 (1219)
~)~stSpacin,ft(m) 10(3) ~(10)

(71 8) 430-451 5, Gary flgalio
~ INDUSTRIAL ACOUSTICS COMPANY

~ 1160 COMMERCE AVE., BRONX, NY 10462 • FAX: (718) 863-1138

STATE OF NEW YORK Universityof Alberta
DEPARTMENT OF ThANSPORTAT~ON Canada

ALBANY, NEW YORK
17-05-97

Dear El

VIRGINIA TECH
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

AND STATE UNIVEPSIT~’

To The Wall Journal

(Ed. Note: Since Ken’s fax came in on a Satur-
day morning, I felt that he deserved a speedy
answer and faxed him right back. For you, the
reader, the answer to (1) is to be found at the
end of the article on page 16 and the answer
to (2) is on page 22 of this issue).

— THE STANDARD OF

UNITED KINGDOM
Tel: (01962) 873000, Fax: (01962) 873111
GERMANY
Tel: (02163) 8431 Fax: (02163) 80618
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hi ffie 11ak Issncs:
Noise Barrier Construction Forecast
Summaries of Professional Papers
Noise Barrier Project Reports
Fundamentals of Sound
New Product Press Releases
TRB AlF04 Committee Meefings
State DOT Noise Barrier Programs
FHWA Noise Model Updates
Noise Abatement in Other Countries
Airport Noise Control
Construction Trends in Noise Barriers

Product Approval Process
FHWA History of Barrier Construction
Materials Test Standards
Rail Transit Noise Control
And a Bunch More

I don’t know, Knuckles.Maybehe
saidwewerestooped,whichwe
kindaare. MaybeGuswould be
madatus.We’d betterwait.

Manufacturing licenses are available in selected geographic
locations. We cooperate in materials research, process
technologies, product and application development, design
and engineering, and internationa! marketing and sales.

Phone, fax or write for full details.
World Headquarters

DURISOL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
95 End Street, Hamilton, Ontario L8P 4M3,

Canada

Listen,boys— I don’t care if Gusi~your
uncle,you’ve got to stophangingaroundhere.
You’regiving theplacea bad name,whatwith
all the gruntingandscreechingandgorilla doo
on the lawn. Gushas goneinto town,but I can
tell you right now that he’scertainlynot going
to giveyou boysa job here. You’re too stupid.
Now,beat it, Knuckles!Go climb a tree.You
too,Metoo!

What do you think,Metoo? Wecould
take that tub oflard andstart a candle
factory. We’regorillas. He can’t talk to
us that way. Let’s jumphim.

Back Issues from No. 1 to present are
available at $3.00 each, postpaid.
Send check to The Wall Journal,

P.O. Box 1389
Lehigh Acres, FL 33970-1 389

4

I can’t standit, Metoo.I’m gonnago
overthereanddo a knucklejob on that
mush-facedbarge. Seeyou.

1

The Wor

r..

‘~‘ I I .~

•, ~ Nc :.

rriers

With morethan50 yearsof provenperformancein themanufactureof
productsfor building constructionandhighway traffic noise abate-
ment,Durisol haslong beenestablishedas a world leaderof quality
constructionsystemsat competitiveprices. Our clients are serviced
from manufacturingplantsin the14 countrieslistedat right.

Tel. 905-521-0999 • Fax 905-521-8658
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HOOVER Treated Wood Products 17
Thomson, Georgia
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Authors! Would you like to see your immortal words in print? We need
those words to fill the pages of The Wall Journal. We can’t put out a single
issue without your help. Perhaps you are uneasy about submitting material
for publication. Maybe we can help you with some of our requirements:

1. Articles should usually not exceed 3,000
words of text. Long articles will probably be set in
9-point fonts, approximately 1,000 words per
page. Shorter articles may be set in 10-point font,
approximately 800 words per page. This does not
include photos, graphs or tables.

2. Text is preferred laser-printed on laser print
paper. Format is not important; we shall scan the
paper directly into the computer, which is pre-pro-
grammed for font, font size and columnar layout. You may furnish an IBM-
compatible disk in Word Perfect if you wish, but we prefer the paper copy.

3. Color photographs and slides are also scanned into the computer, and
will be returned to you after the issue has been printed, if you request. The
photos are fine in the 4 x 6 or 3 1/2 x 5 print sizes. Good exposure would be
appreciated — and try to get the sunlight on a long wall shot, if possible.

4. Graphics such as charts, graphs, maps and other tine art are preferred
to be furnished as laser prints for scanning. We may not have the graphics
program which produced the art work, and could therefore not support it in
our computer.

5. Please furnish captions for all photos and line art, describing what is
being shown. The caption should tie the art or photo to the text stream, and
can even be copied from the body text.

6. Be sure to include a photo of yourself — join the family!
286words 10 point

21

14

12
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PICKETT’S Patented WALLS
First in designsince ‘69

1. Firstfree-standingnoisebarrierswith rotatable& vertically offsetablejoints
theFANWALLsystem

2. Meansfor three-dimensionalfacedesignsonslide-throughconcreteblock
productionmachines

3. Atomic powerplant radiationshield— 24” thick panels— demountablefor
annual,strip-downgeneratormaintenance

4. Universalconnectormeansfor continuousvertical, rotaryjoints including full
heightpanels

5. Rail transitnoisebarrier — carfloor height,noise-absorptive,with safe
emergencyevacuationmeansfor passengers— ZWaUsystem

6. Transparentnoise barrier — Shatter-proof,bulletresistant— VU-Wall
7. Rotarystep-jointpanelwith concealedfastenerpanel- the HINGEWALL system

andNOW:

monowaflTM
We’re looking for a few goodprecasters

in the highly competitive, big ticket,
highway noise barrier markets

We need to talk.

Pickett Wall Systems,Inc.
4028 North OceanDrive, Hollywood, Florida33019

Tel. 954927-1529 Fax954920-1949

SOUNDTRAP
Austin, Texas
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The Off Ramp
I have taken the risk of reprinting an arti-

cle by Betty Coppola in Senior Magazine,
published in Sacramento, California, with-
out her permission, hope she doesn’t mind.

Betty turned the “Senior Spotlight” on
Mas Hatano, who is a good friend of mine
and is Chairman Emeritus of the TRB Al F04
Committee on Transportation Related Noise
and Vibration. Mas chaired the committee
for most of the 80s, as remember.

He has many friends in the transportation
departments, many of whom are readers of
The Journal. I hope you enjoy reading what
Mas is doing in his retirement.

Keeping Up With Mas
Hatano — by Betty Coppola

Mas Hatano may know there is a televi-
sion set in his house but he doesnt spend
much of his time watching it. If anything,
hess busier now than before he retired from
his civil engineering career in 1991. Wast-
ing no time changing gears, Hatano imme-
diately volunteered time to the various his-
toric venues in Old Sacramento and has
now been a docent at the Railroad Museum
for the past five years. He conducts tours
there and serves as a ‘trainmaster,’ which
means scheduling the shifts of the other
volunteers.

Hatano says museum volunteers are very
well trained and are supplied with a wealth
of material. “On tour we actually use only
about 5% of what we~ve been given
because there are always time constraints
and I like to focus on some specifics and
some human interest stories.” In general, he
recommends that visitors allow at least an
hour for a conducted tour. “We also have
one of the foremost train libraries in the
United States for real train buffs to study,”
he says. The library is located on the second
floor of the building adjacent to the
museum.

The time commitment for a docent is 7
hours per month and docents enjoy social
events such as dinners in the museum and
selected field trips. Hatano also gives tours
of the State Capitol once a week.

Asking about his other interests is a
loaded question. “I teach the ‘55 Alive’ dri-
ving for seniors 55 or older, and seniors tak-
ing the class qualify for a discount on their
automobile insurance.” Classes are held at
the YMCA about 3 times per year and cost
$8.00. For specific information about
classes call 737-3181, extension 102. His
other teaching activities include an Elder-
hostel class in local history focusing on Sut-
ter’s Fort, gold rush, and California’s state-
hood. He is also involved in the Japa-

nese-American oral history project with
CSUS, of which 70 interviews have been
completed, and has been asked to create a
course on the story of Japanese-Americans
for the University of the Pacific.

days a week and get in about 150 miles.”
His trim, fit physique is testimony to the
nearly 6,000 miles logged last year.

He carries an appointment book now
(which he never did during his working
years) to keep track of his many commit-
ments. But, he confesses, too much activity
can take a toll. “They’re creating a stress on
me don’t want and I want some more time
to myself.” So he has said no to some
requests for more of his time. ‘~But,”he
continues, “ft gives me such satisfaction to
provide a service to people and to help
people, that it keeps me wanting to do
everything.”

Hatano was born in Sacramento and
raised in Loomis. The family was interned at
Tule Lake during World War II. After thewar
he completed his education and followed a
professional career in civil engineering with
the State of California Department of Trans-
portation in their testing and research labo-
ratory section. “It provided interesting work
and allowed me to participate in national
organizations. I did a lot of traveling around
the United States and to Washington, D.C.,
presenting technical papers,” Hatano
recalls. He also served as chairman of a
major transportation and research board
committee.

Hatano and his wife have three grown
sons and four grandchildren. ~
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Is there time for anything else? “One of
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